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The jigures in the nargin indicale Jull marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

innd delhere o the Ord lmil as pructicable. 

GROUP-A 

f411-7 

5x2 100 Answer any two questions from the following 

Each question has to be written within 250 words approximately 

What was the impact of the 'Black Death' on the European economy? 

Discuss the main features of Humanist education. 

Who were the Huguenots? 

4. Comment on the social roots of the Renaissance. 

5. Write a short note on Petrarch. 

GROUP-B 

fas11-3 
8x2 16 Answer any two questions from the following 

Each question has to be written within 400 words approximately 

Why is the fall of Constantinople considered to be a turning point in European 

history? 
6. 
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How did increasing production for markets transform agriculture in the 16" 

Century Europe? 
7. 

Was Machiavelli a typical political thinker of the Renaissance? 

9 
Discuss the condition of the Catholie Church on the eve of the Refornat ion. 

10. 
Comment on the social and economic effects of the dissolution of monasteries in 

England. 

GROUP-C 

fa9t1- 
122 24 Answer any fwo questions from the following 

Each question has to be written within 600 words approximately 

12 Why did feudalism flourish in Eastern Europe when it collapsed in Western 

Europe? 
11. 

6+6 How did humanism create as secular vision of life? To what extent was it 

reflected in Renaissance painting and sculpture? 
12. 

12 13. Assess the role of anti-clericalism in setting the stage for Re formation. 

12 14 Do you agree with Geoffrey Elton that the English Retormat ion was primarily an 

Act of State ? 

Describe the various activities of the merchants in the 16" century. How did they 

begin to control artisanal production? 

8+4 15. 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Serips through E-mail/ Whatsapp to 
their own respective colleges on the same day / dale of exanination within 1 hour afier end 

of exam. University/ College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission 
fat in proper address). Students are stromgh adviseel ot to subnit multiple copies of the 

Sume a1S Wer SCHIpl. 
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